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Abstract
In a market where the customers demand and want reliability, there seems to
be no one able to meet these demands fully. It is fairly common that customers
leave due to insecurities linked with deliveries. This thesis sets out to identify
and discuss the factors related to the ability to provide accurate deliveries and
how they relate to the company’s current structure.

Due to the lack of organization and structure of the entire sales process, the
employees are forced to apply a kind of improvisation, by taking on problems
as they arrive without working proactively to prevent these from ever happen-
ing again. Through an in-depth study of the company and their delivery rates,
with the help of information collected in interviews, an organizational map
was created, which enabled a better understanding of how things should be
executed. In addition, a state-of-the-art study was conducted and linked to the
current situation at Company X to further increase the theoretical knowledge
and to corroborate with the changes necessary for the company to avoid un-
necessary costs and work.

The main findings suggest that Company X must oversee its production pro-
cesses and how each department handles problems, since the workload is un-
even and incorrectly distributed over each department. Company X should
also consider alternative transportation methods for deliveries of greater im-
portance. By setting clear boundaries of a department’s obligations and de-
veloping standards, in addition to increasing the communication, it will be
possible to provide the customer with a satisfactory service and more accurate
delivery times.
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Sammanfattning
I en bransch där kunderna kräver och vill ha tillförlitlighet verkar det inte finnas
någon som kan uppfylla dessa krav fullt ut. Det är ganska vanligt att kunderna
lämnar på grund av osäkerheter kopplade till leveranser. Avhandlingen beskri-
ver de faktorer relaterade till förmågan att tillhandahålla pålitliga leveranser
och hur de relaterar till företagets nuvarande struktur.

På grund av brister inom organisationen och dess struktur, är anställda tvung-
na att tillämpa en slags improvisation genom att ta problem som de kommer
utan att arbeta proaktivt för att förhindra att de någonsin händer igen. Genom
en djupgående studie av företaget och dess leveranstider, med hjälp av infor-
mation som samlats in från intervjuer, skapades en logistikkarta som möjlig-
gjorde en bättre förståelse över hur saker ska utföras. Dessutom genomfördes
en studie som kopplade nuvarande logistikteori till den nuvarande situationen
hos Company X. Detta gjordes för att ytterligare öka den teoretiska kunska-
pen och för att finna de förändringar som är nödvändiga för att företaget ska
undvika onödigt arbete samt kostnader.

De viktigaste resultaten tyder på att Company X måste överse sina produk-
tionsprocesser och se över hur varje avdelning hanterar problem, eftersom ar-
betsbelastningen är ojämn och felaktigt fördelad över varje avdelning. Compa-
ny X bör också överväga alternativa transportmetoder för leveranser av större
betydelse. Genom att definiera tydliga gränser för en avdelnings förpliktelser
och utveckla standarder, förutom att öka kommunikationen, kommer det bli
möjligt att ge kunden en mer tillfredsställande tjänst och mer pålitliga leve-
ranstider.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Logistics is the communication and management of the flow between two par-
ties or points. It can be considered the vein of an organization due to its im-
portance in how items are shared and delivered. It involves aspects such as
the integration of information flow, the handling of material with respect to
packaging, production, transportation and storage. At Company X, it’s a vital
aspect that the logistics functions with top precision and accuracy to be able
to meet the customer demand in a line of business where time is essential, or
run the in risk losing the market leverage on the competition.

1.1 Background
Company X is a large company employing around 20.000 people worldwide
and is headquartered in Switzerland. Company X is a specialty chemical com-
pany within the building and motor vehicle supplies and has a strong market
position in both these sectors. There are seven target markets that Company
X focuses on. The target markets consist of concrete, waterproofing, roofing,
flooring, sealing and bonding, refurbishment and industry. Companies on this
scale have very complex supply chains in order to stay effective and competi-
tive.

1.2 Problem description and purpose
The current problem at Company X is the lack of organization and structure
of the entire sales process, which has previously been resolved by some form
of improvisation, by taking on the problem as they arrive without any direct
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

standard of how to deal with incoming orders and customer demands. Com-
pany X’s desire is to be able to ensure a fixed delivery date, with minimal risk
of failure, with higher control and knowledge of all the steps from order to de-
livered product. Company X does not only sell products; they also offer their
customers technical solutions and customer service that provides a good level
of competition. Without the chemists, technical product experts and everyone
in the local team, then Company X would not be what they are today. The
question is who is there to make sure that the customer journey is understood
from the sale throughout the logistics.

1.3 Method
A strategic perspective has been taken in order to ensure that medium- and
long-term decisions will optimize performance and ensure sustainable and se-
cure operations for the company. The initial step is to look over the entire
process with the help of previous orders and interviews with management, to
develop an understanding of the products and customers. The idea is to see
whether all departments register orders in the same manner (and to identify
variances) and to model an overview of the entire process. The purpose is to
follow the journey the customer takes from the moment they start browsing for
a Company X product until the moment the product has reached them.

The goal is to collect enough information of the flow in order to model an
overview of the entire process so that it will be easier to understand what is
going on and to be able to more easily identify where point of errors, the weak
links in the chain, and to act accordingly. Then a new model will be presented
where the weak links have been eliminated or at least mitigated to the best pos-
sible ability. The goal is to essentially find what is happening at the moment
and then trim off the excess steps which cause certain errors or slow down the
entire logistics flow.

1.4 Scope and assumptions
The general scope of the project will overlook the entire sales and logistics
process and attempt to model how the various departments interact and work.
The idea is that after having developed a clear image of the organization to
give propositions of improvements, which will heavily depend on their ability
to be executed. We have taken the assumption that DHL will not be changed
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as the storage supplier, but other alternatives will still be discussed.

The project boundaries will be restricted to the roofing and flooring depart-
ments, as these are the departments experiencing the most problems due to
their project nature which gives rise to unreliable deliveries and unsatisfied
customers.



Chapter 2

Literature and state-of-the-art study

This chapter focuses on literature, theories and previous studies linked to sup-
ply chain management and sales operations. Theory and strategies relevant to
this case study will be presented in order to create a foundation for the discus-
sion of this specific case. This foundation is essential for understanding and
following the report from an academic perspective.

2.1 Supply chain
Supply chain is the structure that includes all the parties responsible in fulfill-
ing the customer requests both directly and indirectly. Therefore, the supply
chain includes more than just the suppliers, it also includes the manufactur-
ers, retailers, warehouses and even the customers themselves are a part of the
supply chain. Among the functions found in the supply chain are new product
developments, operations, marketing, finance, customer service, distribution
etc. A supply chain is not static, it needs to be dynamic and constantly process
information across the supply chain. There is a constant flow of information,
products and funds that are moved across the supply chain network. How well
the structure is set up affects how responsive the supply chain is when it comes
to meeting customer needs and demands. Customers have needs and demands
and the main objective is to satisfy them and, in the process, make a profit
eventually. Profit is not always critical for an organization to be considered
successful; Amazon is a prime example of this. Amazon was not profitable
until recently but what Amazon did well was meeting customers’ demands and
needs and showed the potential of being profitable in the near future. Informa-
tion, products and funds flow in both directions of the supply chain. The supply
chain visualized in most cases usually consists of a linear supply chain with
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flow in one direction. In reality a supply chain is very interconnected and can
be much more complicated than one might expect. Figure 2.1 demonstrates
how intertwined and complicated the supply chain can be in reality.[1][2]

Figure 2.1: A illustration representing a supply chain network. [1]

It’s important to note that figure 2.1 above is more of a concept than real-
ity. Supply chain logistics of different organizations vary from the illustration
presented. Supply chains can be significantly simpler than this or even more
complicated. The stages presented in the illustration are supplier, manufac-
turer, distributor, retailer and customer but these stages are not always present
in every supply chain. A supply chain that fails to meet customer needs and
demands or are highly inefficient will not survive for long. The supply chains
that are highly inefficient will either be unprofitable or get overshadowed by a
competitor that is more efficient.

The supply chain can be divided into three segments based on what time frame
the decisions and actions affect.

a) Strategy and design
In the supply chain strategy and design, the decisions have a time frame of sev-
eral years. This is the core of the supply chain. This segment takes into account
the strategy the organization will take to create a functioning and optimal sup-
ply chain. It discusses what resources are needed and how the resources will
be moved and also how the processes will function and interact. Warehous-
ing, location and means of transportation across the supply chain is discussed
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here. Its important that this core is well designed as it is not only expensive to
make changes, but it will also take considerable time to implement changes.
An important topic that is discussed here is what parts of the supply chain will
be outsourced and which parts will be done in-house.

b) Planning
Decisions made in the supply chain planning have a time frame of a quarter
year to a year. After the strategy and core planning is done the planning sets
out to maximize the profits made by creating forecasts for demand, supply and
inventory. Here it is decided what market should be supplied by what part of
the supply chain depending on costs, prices and location of those markets. An
inventory policy is set, and a certain flexibility is built in to allow for optimiza-
tion during the planning when some part of the forecast fluctuates.

c) Operations
For the supply chain operations, the time frame is much shorter than the previ-
ously mentioned segments, in this segment the time frame is discusses in days
and weeks. Here resources are allocated based on individual customer orders.
Resources need to be planned in order to meet customers’ needs and demands
at the right time. Schedules and pick lists are generated and distributed. The
uncertainty is low due to the low time frame. A lot of optimization is done in
this segment.

All these three segments make up the supply chain and it is important that
they are all well optimized. A good communication and feedback loop be-
tween these segments will help reduce wasted time and resources. [3]

2.2 Process views of a supply chain
A supply chain consists of processes and flows that are dependent on different
steps and various requirements to move from one step to another. The two
ways to view the processes are through cycle views or push/pull views.

2.2.1 Cycle view of supply chain processes
All processes in a supply chain can in general be broken down in four different
cycle steps, namely:
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• Customer order cycle

• Replenishment cycle

• Manufacturing cycle

• Procurement cycle

and five different stages:
• Suppliers

• Manufacturers

• Distributors

• Retailers

• Customers
The cycle steps and the stages are also illustrated in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: A illustration representing the cycle steps and stages.
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Supply chain operations are supported by the use of cycle views in ERP’s (En-
terprise Resource Planning) and the general description of the process in the
cycle view is useful when considering operational decisions, since it specifies
the roles of each part in the supply chain. The cycles begin with orders or de-
mands being placed from one stage onto the previous and ends with the next
stage receiving the order. [3]

2.2.2 Push/pull view of supply chain processes
Two of themost widely accepted principles in a production system are the push
(MTS, made to stock) and pull (MTO, made to order) systems, where supply
chains are often classified using any of these two. A push/pull view of the sup-
ply chain is suitable when strategic decisions relating to supply chain design
are to be considered and the purpose is to find a balance between decisions so
that the supply chain can adequately meet supply and demand.

When using a push system, you base your production on forecasts whichmeans
that the production anticipates demand and that is what determines the amount,
variation and rate something is produced at. The pull system on the other hand
follows the core principle of JIT (just in time) which indicates that a product
is “pulled” from the market when the demand arises. The push system reacts
slowly compared to the pull system, mainly due to its inherent nature in which
it bases its production on forecasts, and this makes it more difficult to change
the production structure. If you’re only producing when the demand comes
to you, you’ll be able to directly meet that particular demand. Although the
trade-off comes in the shape of lack of precision in terms of delivery times and
production rates. [4][5][6]

2.3 Logistics costs and performance
Traditionally, the accounting systems of a company tend to circulate more
around the product cost rather than the customer cost, yet the latter may have
a significant effect on the costs. It’s always important for a company to have
a clear view over how exactly the costs created by the customer will affect the
revenue. [7]
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2.3.1 The cost of inventory
A critical factor in any business is deciding whether andwhere to store items of
relevance, including at what rate. Many problems arise because the company
does not know how certain decisions will affect the cost, indirectly or directly.
By making a decision for one department you run the risk of creating unfore-
seen (and often undesirable) results at other places. The cost of inventory is
in this way one of the most unaccounted elements. [7]

2.3.2 Customer profitability
An essential aspect, albeit somewhat difficult, of business practices is to be
able to determine how profitable a certain customer is. It’s easy to just look at
the gross profit of a sale, while there are several more key points to take into
consideration when dealing with the profitability of individual customers. By
only looking at the costs a company deals with when a customer places an
order, to the point where the payment has been completed, the profits would
quite obviously be set high. The idea is to ask oneself when a customer ap-
proaches you is what possible costs and what revenues would you experience
in every individual case. It’s the practice of forecasting all possible effects the
customer might have on two of the most vital aspects of the sales process and
helps to prioritize and prioritize customers. The importance of this practice
becomes more evident as the uniqueness of each customer order increases, in
project-based sales for example.

A way to tackle this problem is to perform a customer profitability analysis.
[1][8]
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Figure 2.3: Profitability analysis.

The purpose of the analysis shown in figure 2.3 above is to create an overview
for how a particular customer will affect the sales process and the economic
implications for the company. This will help decide whether the particular
customer is profitable and give the opportunity for the company to work proac-
tively.
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Figure 2.4: Cost-responsiveness graph.

Figure 2.4, on the other hand, shows how high responsiveness is related to
cost. As project-based orders demand an accurate forecast and quick delivery
(within the given time frame) of the ordered products, the cost increases. The
cost may depend on sufficiently supplied warehouses, accurate and timely de-
liveries, high variation in products and so forth. As the need of responsiveness
increases, so do the costs, through the sources previously mentioned. What is
important in this stage is to synchronize the need for responsiveness with the
profitability. It’s theoretically possible to become increasingly responsive, but
where should the line be drawn? It’s not an obvious question to answer and
will heavily depend on the company’s goals and interests, but the key aspect
is to have a form of analysis or theory behind the decisions and plans.[3]

2.4 SAP
SAP stands for Systems Applications and Products in Data Processing and is
a software belonging to the umbrella term of ERP (Enterprise Resource plan-
ning). ERP/SAP, which are centralized systems, allow for data storage at a
central location within a company which allows for sharing between depart-
ments and accessing information from other departments. Bymaintaining data
at a central location, you allow all departments to access particular informa-
tion which is needed in real-time and to be able to update it accordingly. This
leads to quick and efficient communication with the customer (as opposed to
the decentralized system, which requires real communication between depart-
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ments before responding to the customer) and automated data flow between
the various departments. Figure 2.5 shows what areas SAP handles.[9]

Figure 2.5: Services and departments that interact with SAP.

Some key benefits to the centralized system are:

• The elimination of redundancy and duplication in data

• Real-time exchange of information between departments

• Increases the productivity, better and more effective management, in-
crease in quality, reduced costs in material and increased profits thanks
to reduced losses.

• Better communication with customers and the improvement of customer
service.

2.5 Outsourcing logistics
When considering the logistics of a company there are many factors that in-
fluence the necessary decisions and it’s therefore important to be completely
aware of the trade-offs related to the various decisions available. Outsourcing
refers to a third party carrying out a particular action in the line of processes
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and the issue pertaining this case is whether a 3rd party is necessary to handle
the company’s logistics.[2] Two central questions which which must be asked
are:

• Is it strategically viable to outsource? An effective sourcing should
strive to increase the net profit created by the supply chain.

• How much risk is associated with the outsourcing?

The supply chain surplus coupled with the amount of risk associated
with the growth in surplus are the indicators whether it’s necessary to
outsource. The growth in surplus affected by third parties is dependant
on a number of factors displayed below.[10]

1. Capacity aggregation - This is the most common reason for outsourcing
and it works in the sense that the third party aggregates the demand over
several firms to create an economy of scale. Economy of scale implies
that the company works on such a massive scale that they can cut down
on costs on several critical areas. Buying items in bulk, handling them
and transporting them becomes cheaper when done on a bigger scale.

2. Inventory aggregation – by aggregating storage’s and inventory for mul-
tiple suppliers through a third-party actor, you can increase the surplus
in the supply chain significantly. It facilitates the ability to improve the
economy of scale in purchasing and transportation.

3. Transportation aggregation by transportation intermediaries - by aggre-
gating the transportation over a variety of shippers it’s possible to in-
crease the surplus of the supply chain. A transportation intermediary
aggregates the shipments by acting as a hub between shippers and thus
reducing the cost individual shippers have to face. The need for these
intermediaries becomes more evident as the company in question be-
comes smaller and doesn’t have the means in terms of expertise or the
resources to have in-house solutions for the shipping, as opposed to large
producers who often possess the ability to execute many logistics func-
tions in-house.

4. Transportation aggregation by storage intermediaries - storage interme-
diaries can fill their stock with the relevant products and thus being able
to supply the customers through several locations by aggregation. This
will result in lower transportation costs as the packages are collected at
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a storage intermediary where the deliveries are carried out based on the
closest (or most profitable) location. However, it becomes increasingly
less effective to aggregate in this way as the scale of shipments grows
due to the fact that smaller stocks will not be able to store on a fulfilling
scale.

5. Warehousing aggregation - through aggregation of warehouses, the real
estate and processing costs will be reduced. In a similar fashion as previ-
ously mentioned, this is not as important when companies reach scales
such as Amazon and Walmart since they’re able to handle their own
supplies.

6. Procurement aggregation - procurement is synonymous with the acqui-
sition of wares through production, ordering and transportation. This is
very effective for small buyers but loses its purpose as the size increases
of a company.

7. Information aggregation - this reduces the search cost for customers and
a third party may aggregate the information of the products on such a
scale which would not be possible for the firm to do in-house.

8. Receivables aggregation - this will increase the supply chain surplus
by aggregating the receivables risk if the places of retail are small and
plenty, which is less likely in first world countries.

9. Relationship aggregation - the aggregation of the buyers and sellers will
decrease the number of relationships between these two parties and there-
fore allows a connection which would otherwise require many more re-
lationships. This includes the communication necessary to place an or-
der for a customer for which several suppliers are required to satisfy the
demand.

10. Lower costs and higher quality - by taking the help from third parties
you can use their current position on the learning curve specific for that
trade and jump into the game more efficiently without having to learn
yourself and risk failure. This will naturally lower the costs and also
increase the quality compared to doing it from scratch yourself.

However, the practice of outsourcing to third parties is not entirely perfect and
involves the following risks that all companies must take into consideration
and evaluate before determining if outsourcing is sustainable.[10]
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1. The process is broken – if you have a process that is broken and the
control over it is lost, the solution to that is not outsourcing. Outsourcing
a broken process will only make it worse since you then also lose control
over the input and output. You have to first get the process under control
and then make a cost-benefit analysis whether it should be outsourced
or not.

2. Underestimation of the cost of coordination – miscalculations and un-
derestimations in the coordination come with the risk of creating a too
large surplus of products. By outsourcing several sub-functions to a
third party you’re forced to increase the coordination costs so that all
actors interplay harmonically to avoid inventory chaos.

3. Reduced customer/supplier contact – the inherent nature of outsourcing
increases the gap between the customer and supplier when introducing
a third-party mediator and this increases the risk of actually reducing
the supply chain surplus in the sense that loss of contact may lead to
miscommunication and the consequential wrong deliveries/productions.

4. Loss of internal capability and growth in third-party power - the com-
pany runs the risk in losing a lot of its internal capability to the third-
party through the unloading of effort which in turn develops the third-
party’s competence, power and subsequently bargaining power.

5. Leakage of sensitive data and information - taking the fact into consid-
eration that the third-party most likely cooperates with other clients and
therefore also competitors, the risk of exposing sensitive information is
always at a risk. With the risk of exposing sensitive information and
leakage regarding intellectual property, one should consider in-house
solutions to these problem.

6. Ineffective contracts - which lead to reductions in the possible inventory
allowed at the third-party and increased costs, something which could
be streamlined with the help of better contracts. The third-party and the
companymay also have different objectives in mind and would therefore
lead to collisions in the contract.

7. Loss of supply chain visibility - through the introduction of third-parties,
the company loses its flexibility and responsiveness to customer and
market demands and this problem is especially noticeable in companies
which have long supply-chains.
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8. Negative reputation impact – through the mistakes of the third party, the
actual company’s reputation may be tarnished due to the failed promised
deliveries on time and the resulting loss of important customers. In
essence, the sourcing’s performance is strongly reflected upon the firm’s
even if the first party has tried its best to deliver quality. To the customer
it’s all the same whether the supplier or the company caused the loss of
value for the customer

With both pros and cons taken into consideration when reflecting upon the
topic of outsourcing, there is yet another aspect which must also be taken into
account when deciding upon sourcing parts of the company, namely whether it
supports the business strategy and if it can improve the organizations focus. A
company must have its image in mind, including when outsourcing, since the
third-party as mentioned earlier will reflect on the company’s image. Causes
for this may be financial, social and/or ethical reasons. The other strategic
factor revolves around the fact that a company cannot have a firm grip on every
single aspect in its company, especially in this day and age where things evolve
faster than ever before and with increasingly complex structures and solutions.
By outsourcing, a company allows itself to focus on what is most important for
its business, but as already established, this shouldn’t cripple the company’s
understanding and should only be applied as a means to unload.[11][12]

2.6 Sales force
Sales Fore is a customer relationship management tool which is used as an
approach to manage an organizations interaction with current and potential
new customers. In general customer management tools focus on customer
retention and driving up sales with the help of data analysis about the customer.
The data analysis helps the organization to improve the relationships they have
with customers by havingmultiple communication channels that the customers
can use in order to get the information and help they need. Sales Cloud is
a function that helps the organization to automate the sales process so that
the sellers can focus on the actual sales rather than the paperwork behind the
sales. The product stores contacts, agreements, interactions with customers,
meetings etc. The products allow the seller to take requests through e-mail,
social media and telephone with the ability of forwarding it to the right person
for the specific request. Sales Force also allows the organization to create
their own app and customize it after their specific needs. This app can be very
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useful for an organization that has a sales team that consists of personnel that
is always travelling. [13][14][15]

2.7 Interviews and meetings
In this section the interviews and meetings that occurred during the project
are logged. In the logs the participants, their role, the date and the subjects
discussed are listed. This is all presented in table 1.

Table 2.1: Logbook of the meetings and interviews.

These interviews were critical for this report since that is where our most vital
information about the supply chain came from. The organization did not pro-
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vide any logistics maps or similar visual help. This allowed for an unbiased
and objective logistics map to be created based on interviews, meetings an ob-
servation. The map that was created from this is probably more realistic than
the organizations primary map, if one exists, since this is how the departments
operate in real life scenarios. These interviews also allowed for employees to
point out known issues with operations, organisation, departments etc. Many
of these issues would most likely not have been brought to light in a regular
company interview. The interviews allowed for an in depth understanding of
the supply chain using a qualitative approach rather than a quantitative. The
interviews focused on a handful of key employees recommended by the super-
visor at the company. Other employees beyond the ones recommended were
also chosen and interviewed as they were thought to be relevant to the col-
lection of information and they were considered to have ideas and experience
that could add value to the report. The interviews were semi-structured where
the ones conducting the interviews went in with a goal of obtaining a certain
information but also allowed the one being interviewed to discuss anything
they considered relevant or important. This open form of interview allowed
the interviewers to obtain more information then would be able to with strict
questions prepared ahead of time.



Chapter 3

Logistics network and sales pro-
cess

To understand the logistics and sales process at Company X it is important to
investigate how each department operates. Once basic knowledge about each
part of the logistics chain is presented it becomes simpler to map the informa-
tion, products and funds moved between them. It is important that the sales
organisation has a unified strategy and that information is communicated well.
Any issues when it comes to exchange in information will decrease responsive-
ness and customer satisfaction. A logistics map between the core departments
and other important parts of the logistics supply chain has been attached in
Appendix A. In this section the important parts of logistics supply chain will
be presented one by one and discussed. At the end of this section the reader
will have an excellent understanding of how each department operates and how
the departments are interconnected.

3.1 Current standards and operations
In this section the standards and typical operations of the organization will be
presented. The full logistics map presented in Appendix A is big and bulky
and might be hard to follow. This section and the sections about the other core
areas will aim to break down the big logistics map into smaller pieces that are
easier to follow and understand for the reader. In figure 3.1 is an illustration
showing how a customer order is placed. The customer starts by contacting the
sales department or the customer service and that creates a customer inquiry.
If the customer contacts the customer service and the order is simple, and
the customer knows what they want to order, then the order is simply filled
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in and placed. If the order is more complicated for e.g. the customer needs
more specifications and details about the products, then the customer needs
the sales department. In this case the customer is either redirected to sales
department to get the expertise they need or the customer service contacts
the sales department for the customer and gets back to the customer. Once
it has been clarified what products the customer wants then an order is filled
in and placed. In the last case the customers’ first contact is with the sales
department and that is where the customer inquiry is sent. In the casewhere the
sales department is contacted first the customer immediately gets the expertise
they need, and the sales department then forwards the customer inquiry to the
customer service which submits the order. The sales departmentmostly handle
a certain type of customers and larger projects.

Figure 3.1: Basic overview over how an order inquiry travels.

Once the sales organisation (Company X) has received the customer inquiry
and placed an order the next step becomes fulfilling this order within the time-
frame the customer desired. The illustration in figure 3.2 shows how an order is
typically fulfilled. Smaller orders that are in stock in DHLWarehouse are dis-
patched from there based on the delivery date the customer requested. Larger
orders that exceed the stored amount in the DHL Warehouse in Örebro needs
to be ordered from the CXSC (Company X Supply Centre). Orders that are
MTO (Made to order) or CTO (Configured to order) also need to be ordered
from the supplier since these are materials that are not stored in the DHLWare-
house. Once the Company X Supply Centre has received an order, they have
their own sets of rules and guidelines that they follow. Once the order is sent
and received by the CXSC it becomes their responsibility to fulfil the order as
best as they can. The way CXSC operates and the guidelines they follow are
presented under the section 3.5 Company X Supply Centre.
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Figure 3.2: Basic overview over how an order travels until customer receives
products.

It is important to note that not all materials come from the Company X Supply
Centre, other suppliers are used as well. Most roofing products go through
CXSC while flooring products use a lot of other suppliers. This difference in
choice of supplier is due to the difference in the products catalogue in these
two different departments. The department flooring offers a huge number of
products, significantly more than the roofing department. The materials from
suppliers can also end up in a production floor in Spånga, Stockholm. Fig-
ure 3.3 and figure 3.4 shows some of the routes the products can take before
reaching the customer.
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Figure 3.3: Basic overview over the supply chain from Suppliers to customers.

Figure 3.4: Illustration of what occurs after an order is placed.
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Depending on the order type and quantity the products from the suppliers can
end up in one of three destinations on their way to the customer. Most prod-
ucts end up in the DHLwarehouse, some products that meet a certain threshold
quantity end up being delivered directly to the customer. Company X owns a
production floor in Spånga, Stockholm that receives some of these products.
The production floor in Spånga tints and customizes flooring products based
on customer requirements and needs. Many flooring products will go to the
production floor in Spånga in order to be processed and customized to meet the
customers’ demands. As mentioned earlier the drop shipments go directly to
the customer. Products are consolidated and dispatched from the DHL ware-
house based on the confirmed delivery date agreed upon with the customer.
The products that arrive in the production floor in Spånga are processed and
then sent to DHL warehouse to be consolidated with the rest of the order. As
figure 3.4 illustrates, the purchasing department becomes responsible when it
comes to products that are not in stock or MTO/CTO. It is important that they
are able to plan ahead to prevent stock-outs as much as they are able to.

3.2 Flooring/roofing department
The organization requested that the focus should be on the departments floor-
ing and roofing. There is a total of seven target markets but due to the scope
of this project and the organizations wishes the focus has been exclusively on
these target markets since they are considered to have occasional issues with
meeting customers’ demands and requests in a timely manner.

The figure 3.5 illustrates how customer inquiries are usually received and pro-
cessed by the target markets roofing and flooring.
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Figure 3.5: How customers interact with the sales department.

The first inquiry is usually created when a contractor contacts the flooring or
roofing department in the sales organization because there is an upcoming job
or project that has to be fulfilled. That first contact in most cases concerns
prices, product catalogue and availability. The contractor relays the informa-
tion received from the sales organization to a sub-contractor. In most cases the
contractor mails an inquiry to the sales organization to receive some general
details while the sub-contractors tend to call in order to receive more informa-
tion and finalize the deal. The details about the products, quantity, delivery
date etc. is discussed between the sales department and the sub-contractor
until the right products are found and there is an agreement on billing and
delivery date for the products. This information is then filled into a template
that is e-mailed to the customer service that places an order based on the for-
warded information. All interactions with the customer should be logged in
a tool called Sales Force but there are some severe deviations when it comes
to consistent recording of information into Sales Force. Customer service re-
turns to the sales department with and order confirmation and the customer
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also gets an order confirmation in most cases if their e-mail is present in the
SAP system. Orders containing products that are not in stock or MTO/CTO
have to go through the purchasing department that will then send orders to
suppliers. It is common that products are sent to the customer as soon as they
are available. There is an option that can be filled in by the customer service
when placing the order that makes sure that the products are sent in one big
shipment instead of multiple small shipments.

The roofing department has a smaller product catalogue compared to the floor-
ing department and therefore those products are usually easier to handle. The
flooring catalogue was even larger previously but has been edited in order to
optimize the overall responsive time of the organization. The flooring prod-
ucts will in most cases consist of two or more components that make up a
finished product. These components are usually a primer, coating and top
conditioning. The problem with this is that the customer will need all of these
in order to complete their work. If one of the flooring products is delayed it
usually means that the customer can’t start their work until all components are
present. In SAP every component has a different article number and can be
delivered from a different country. The flooring products are usually consid-
ered as being one single product even though that the flooring will consist of
multiple components. Lead times are given from the suppliers based on that
the product is in stock which it is not guaranteed. Sales department will very
often promise the customer a certain delivery time based on the fact that ev-
erything is in stock and that there are no delays in the logistics and transports.
This leads to the sales department, customer service and the purchasing de-
partment having to work extra in order to track and accelerate the logistics of
the products. Many flooring products are stored and processed at the produc-
tion floor in Spånga. Those products in the production floor are supposed to
be sent to the DHL warehouse and be consolidated with the other components
and the rest of the order.

Tools such as Sales Force have been introduced in order to tackle some of the
existing problems and help with documentation the events and information
connected to the orders and customers. The information recorded includes
the products bought, persons of interest, discussions with the customer and
planned meetings among other things.
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3.3 Purchasing department
The purchasing department is basically responsible for procuring supplies. To-
day just-in-time and strategic planning of supplies has become crucial parts
of an organization which makes the purchasing department one of the most
important and strategic departments in most organizations. The purchasing
department has to make continuous decisions in order to meet demand and
maximize profits. The department has to decide on what suppliers to use for
which products and whether it is profitable when transport and handling is
taken into consideration.[16][17]

One of the things that the purchasing department has to calculate is the amount
of paste needed each month in the production floor in Spånga. The forecast is
hard to make due to severe deviations. The reorder point is based on lead time
demand and a set safety stock.

The lead time is calculated by summing up the time it takes a product to arrive
after it has been ordered. Then, the lead time demand can be calculated by the
following formula:

Lead time demand = Lead time× Average daily usage. (3.1)

The safety stock can then be calculated using

SS = MaxDailyUse×MaxLTInDays−Avg.DailyUse×Avg.LTInDays. (3.2)

We then get the reorder point by adding up the safety stock and the lead time
demand

Reorder point = Lead time demand+ Safety stock. (3.3)

It is the daily usage that varies so much which leads to lead time demand and
safety stock to be incorrect which in turn creates a far from optimal reorder
point. This is an issue because the paste is not a product that can be stored
indefinitely due to it spoiling.

The purchasing department is met with severe challenges when they need to
deliver products faster than the lead time. It is common that that customers
are promised an optimistic delivery date by the sales department which the
purchasing department then has to try to fulfill. Express services and special
logistics have to be involved in order to fulfill such orders.[18]
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3.4 Customer service
The customer service handles the order placements and the issues that concern
orders. Most order come directly from the customers, but some come from the
sales department. It is the customer services responsibility to place the orders
correctly. The orders are encoded with a letter based on whether the order is a
drop shipment or a normal order that goes through the national warehousing
facilities. In most cases the drop shipment orders generate minimal feedback
and requires for active monitoring in order to track the order throughout the
logistics network. The customer service department handles issues that con-
cern orders and take the responsibility of tracking orders, reaching out to other
departments and other parts of the logistics chain in order to make sure the cus-
tomer receives the ordered products within the right time frame.

It’s possible for customer service to look into open orders to check whether
there are any errors or possible failures in deliveries. They have access to a
file where they note down important orders that are worth following contin-
uously to prevent any possible mishaps. It is the job of customer service to
follow the order up until the invoice has been created and sent.

Workers in departments such as customer service were asked whether they
had a manual to follow or whether the knowledge was passed on by word. The
information received was that they were shown by others how to perform the
usual tasks. A lot of the tasks are done based on previous knowledge and im-
provising. This is not a major issue if the staff is not rotated or changed but
a manual should be put in place with standards and recommendations which
allows potential new workers to minimize mistakes.

3.5 Company X supply centre
Deliveries from Company X Supply centre follow a set of rules and guide-
lines. From Company X supply centre the deliveries are either done through a
DHL warehouse located in Örebro, Sweden or through a method called drop
shipment. These shipments are delivered to either wholesalers, manufacturers
or construction sites. Drop shipments sent directly to construction site must
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consist of fully loaded trucks otherwise the delivery will most likely not be ful-
filled due to it being economically unsustainable. It is important to note that
not all orders are placed at Company X Supply Centre, many orders are placed
directly to a supplier or manufacturer. Company X Supply Centre functions
as a hub that makes it simpler to order from multiple suppliers and manufac-
turers, but it does not cover the whole product segment that Company X offers
to the customers. Once an order is received by the Company X Supply Centre
it will go through several different steps.

Availability check
It begins with an availability check where the CXSC (CompanyX Supply Cen-
tre) checks whether the products requested are available and if so at which
time-interval. The availability check consists of two controls:

1. Available-to-promise (ATP) check
This first check is an automated check performed by the system. This
checks whether the quantity’s requested by the customer will be avail-
able at the date they requested. Here the principle of “first come, first
served” is applied. There are two possible outcomes from this auto-
mated check.

• If the requested quantity is indeed available then the requested de-
livery date becomes the confirmed delivery date

• If the requested quantity is not available then the earliest possible
delivery date considering replenishment of stock will be the con-
firmed delivery date.

2. Check against the forecast
The customers requested quantity will be checked against the remain-
ing forecasted quantity for the month. If it turns out that the remaining
forecasted quantity is equal to or bigger than the requested quantity, then
only the ATP (Available-to-promise) check will be applied. On the other
hand, if the remaining forecasted quantity for the month turns out to be
lower than the requested quantity then CXSC (Company X Supply Cen-
tre) demand planning will be involved. Demand planning will make sure
whether the requested quantity can be delivered. These checks are also
presented in figure 3.6.

The SO (Sales Organization) is held responsible for any agreements that
regard the product supply and order confirmation with the end customer.
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The SO takes into account the CXSC forecast, current stock and con-
firmed delivery date and communicates this to the end-customer.

3. Order Confirmation

The CXSC provides a confirmed delivery date to the SO within two
business days upon successful order entry.

The SO has the responsibility to check the order confirmation regard-
ing articles, quantities and delivery dates, and reports deviations to the
CXSC Customer Service within one business day upon receipt of the
order confirmation. If there is no report within one business day, the
order confirmation is considered accepted by the purchasing party. The
process is illustrated in figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Illustration of how CXSC delivers order confirmation and delivery
date.

4. Changes of Sales Order and purchase commitment

Once the order confirmation is sent and the Sales Organisation does not
report any deviations, then the changes in table 3.1 are supported by the
CXSC customer service.
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Table 3.1: Possible changes after the order confirmation is received.
Type of Change for MTS articles for MTO/CTO articles
Article, Quantity,
Delivery Date

Until 2 business day before
the goods issue from CXSC

Until fixing of
the work order

Consignee,
Mode of Shipment

Until 2 business days
before the goods issue from CXSC

Until 2 business days before
the goods issue from CXSC

Changes are requested by the SO to the CXSC Customer Service, which
then changes the delivery date in the sales order accordingly. There is a
purchase commitment for MTO (Made to order) and CTO (Configured
to order) articles. The purchase order sent from the sales organisation
will be fulfilled according to the time and quantity requested. Company
X Supply Centre will also not store materials for the sales organisation
but will instead ship the products and invoices to the sales organisation
according to the due date.

5. Consolidation of Shipments

Company X supply centre wants to minimize the transportation costs
and will if possible, consolidate multiple shipments into one. If the arti-
cles are available at different dates the shipment will be sent at the latest
confirmed delivery date.

6. Packaging for Transportation

Company X supply centre uses pallets according to the standard ISPM
15 for its shipments. This standard ensures that the wood is treated in or-
der to prevent that international transports spreads disease or other crea-
tures such as insects that could possibly harm the plants and ecosystem
when entering a new country. The pallets are not returnable to CXSC.
Different types of packaging materials are used when transporting the
goods in order to protect the goods. The weight of the packaging ma-
terial is not included in the total gross weight that is declared in the
documents.

7. Special Services

• Priority shipments – If a SO wishes to get priority shipping then
the CXSC customer service will organize this on behalf of the SO.
An invoice of additional costs will be sent to the SO.
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• Drop shipments – For this to be a feasible option the CXSC will
run a project with representatives from the SO. A feasibility check
is done where the costs, benefits are considered and also how the
process would be implemented.

• Third-party deal – In order to create a direct delivery of goods from
an external supplier then the SO or the end-customer will run a
project to check whether it is feasible.

• Customs documents and certifications – CXSC is able to fulfil spe-
cial and formal requirements on imports. It is the responsibility
and obligation of the SO to point out and notify the CXSC about
special import requirements so that a feasibility check can be done.
CXSC can send additional invoices for taxes paid to third parties.

3.6 Order receipts
The order confirmations contain several vague terms relating to delivery dates
which might confuse the customer. Two copies of order receipts can be found
in Appendix B. The terms that are considered vague are desired delivery date
and estimated delivery date. If a customer desires a product to be delivered
at a certain date, then the customer most likely will expect to get the product
that day. The desired delivery date is highlighted in bold big letters in middle
of the paper while the estimated and most likely the actual delivery date is in
fine print in a cluster of other information. As a customer it can be easy to
miss that information and assume that the desired delivery date is the date the
products will arrive.

Another known issue is that if there is no email registered in the SAP then
the customer will not be sent an order confirmation. This problem is being
tackled with tools such as Sales Force where customer information is logged.
When the supplier can’t promise a delivery date or a certain quantity then there
will not be any estimated delivery date on the order receipt.

3.7 Current logistics providers
Company X receives products from the Company X Supply Centre and vari-
ous other suppliers located mostly in Europe. The majority of these products
are sent to the DHLWarehouse in Örebro but some of them end up being sent
as a drop shipment or to the production floor in Spånga. The products that end
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up in Spånga are flooring products that need to be customized and processed
based on the customers’ demands. There is also a small storage area in Spånga
for the flooring products, these products are meant to meet up with the rest of
the order in DHL in Örebro after they have been processed.

Company X outsources the majority of their national logistics and transports
to DHL. CompanyX also store themajority of their products at DHL in Örebro
which has allowed them to get a better contract that takes into consideration
that there are using both storage and transportation services. There is one
driver that is more responsive than DHL that does emergency deliveries. That
driver focuses mainly on concrete but will divert his attention to the flooring
and roofing department when his schedule allows for it. DHL offers certain
delivery conditions depending on order sizes and locations shown in Appendix
C. The deliveries from the production floor are usually fulfilled by Schenker.

There is a new service offered to Company X by DHL and it is called Control
Tower. Control Tower is supposed to solve several of the known issues. This
service will contact the customer and take details about desired delivery date
and time and what services are needed with the delivery. This makes it easier
for the customer to order and plan special equipment such as cranes to move
the goods. This service is also listed in Appendix C.

3.8 Company X’s website and competitors’
websites

The competitors of Company X not only have more aesthetically pleasing
websites, some also provide the opportunity of direct communication directly
when entering the site, where a chat box pops up the moment the website is
visited. The frontpage is attached in Appendix D. Some also provide the op-
portunity of placing an order directly on the site without the need of actually
calling customer support, contrary to Company X. Observing Appendix E it
is noticeable that the information presented on the website is in a cluster and
might confuse and disorient the customer.

3.9 Current Issues
Through weeks of observation, and multiple interviews and dialogues with
workers, information about common issues and problems concerning sales
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and logistics have been gathered and will be presented in this subsection. A
thorough documentation of recorded issues has been attached in Appendix F.

Orders

• The orders can be delivered by DHL to the wrong location and signed
for.

• The order can be delivered to right location but signed for by the wrong
person which creates a situation where the product has reached the right
destination but cannot be found due to the fact that the wrong person
signed for it and neglected the products. This can force Company X to
send new products or send a person down to the location that will have
to try and find these products.

• Company X pays extra for orders to be delivered during certain time-
frames. It is common that orders arrive earlier or later than the agreed
upon time. Another service that Company X pays extra for is order noti-
fication where the driver will call ahead of delivery by 30 minutes. The
notification service also has issueswhere customers report back that they
never got any notification and the order just showed up.

• Order is delivered late even though several delivery services have been
added in order to ensure the products will arrive in time as agreed with
the customer.

• DHL sometimes require themanpowerwith the right qualifications. Many
of the products that Company X sell require trucks with heating and
trucks that can handle hazardous materials. These types of trucks re-
quire special education and qualifications which not all drivers have.

Other

• The flooring catalogue offered is too broad.

• A lot of the issues go through the sales department, even issues which
are supposed to be dealt with by the customer service.

• Customer service does not possess the amount of expertise necessary
for the customer.

• German suppliers for the coloring machines and color cartridges are
very unreliable with their deliveries.
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• There are no clear borders between the departments. The departments
have to go back and forth and exchange information about customers
and the products current location. DHL tracking is usually good but the
suppliers give minimal information.

• It is difficult for the purchasing department to organize and keep track
of all the suppliers. It would be ideal to have Company X Supply Centre
to handle all the suppliers.

• Many products sold through the flooring department have expiration
dates and therefore cannot be stored at larger quantities (or no quan-
tities at all). This implies that certain products have to be ordered from
the supplier each time a customer puts an order containing any of these
products, which results in uncertain delivery rates to the final customer.
Another problem associated with the expiration date is the fact that it’s
simply necessary to order certain products in large batches, leading to
an increase in products never used and are disposed of. A more severe
consequence of this phenomenon is that it becomes increasingly more
difficult to synchronize necessary deliveries from difference suppliers
based in different countries of products which are dependent on each
other. These products require mixing and without one the other is use-
less.

• A minor problem can be found at the DHL warehouse, when the wrong
products are sent to the customer which stalls the entire process. How-
ever, it should be noted that the probability of incorrect picking of prod-
uct is very low but is something which will never be completely elimi-
nated due to statistical errors. Amore serious problem is when the prod-
uct is missing entirely from the warehouse and there is a lack of commu-
nication between Company X and DHL when this problem arises. The
sellers and customer service must keep track of the stages each order is
in at any given time.
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Analysis, results and proposals

In this segment the contributions of the authors can be found with clear rea-
sonings and motivations. Here the logistics and sales are discussed from an
objective standpoint and the authors ideas and proposals are shared with the
reader.

4.1 Current organizational structure
Themain departments responsible for order handling at Company X in Spånga
are the flooring/roofing departments, customer service and purchasing de-
partments. A detailed overview of the current logistics map can be found
in Appendix A where additional steps are illustrated and connected between
each department. In addition, how the communication between the produc-
tion floor, warehouse, suppliers and customers/contractors are linked is also
illustrated. There are a number of different problems connected to each de-
partment and this section will discuss these problems in detail, in addition
proposing changes deemed fit for a better organizational structure.

A current issue which has been proved quite problematic is the fact that there
is no clear line between each department. In theory, one department should
finish their duties and then be able to send off their work to the next without
having to worry about that same project anymore. In reality, however, there is
a lot of hovering between the departments; flooring/roofing, customer service
and purchasing department in particular. What happens is that the sales de-
partment connected to flooring/roofing pull customers through special deals
and promises (pertaining delivery in particular) without having a clear idea
of how the products will be able to reach the customer in time, resulting in

36
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the constant chase between these two departments for more information about
when the delivery will be completed. By lacking the knowledge of when the
deliveries will in reality be able to reach the customer, certain projects are ac-
cepted before consulting the purchasing department and are then in essence
destined to fail. This becomes even more noticeable when the customer de-
mands delivery dates that are unrealistic to meet. The missing structure be-
tween the departments makes it even more difficult to meet deadlines. The
customer profitability must be therefore be taken into account and consider
the economic repercussions this will have if the project is accepted. Company
X has a warehouse in Örebro and are able to provide a certain responsiveness
through this, but when products are not in stock the purchasing department has
to order it from suppliers. These deliveries can be very unreliable and thus run
the risk of failing to meet the customer demand, leading to an increased cost
from the customer. The solution to this problem is to simply know when to not
accept a project from a customer if you already know it will be very difficult to
meet the requested delivery time. This will allow Company X to avoid more
failed deliveries than necessary and therefore also be able to keep customers
for future projects instead of violating their trust.

Another problem with this is that all responsibility required from the sales
department does not end where it should, but they’re constantly required to
communicate with the customers when errors occur or when they have addi-
tional question. This is something that is required from customers service, but
since the customers have already established a good relation with sales, they
naturally seek themselves there. However, in the rare case when they actually
do contact customer support, they lack any substantial knowledge about the
products and they end up forwarding the problem back to sales. Essentially,
instead of a steady flow of information between each department, there is a
constant flow back and forth between the three aforementioned resulting in a
chaotic handling of almost every project.

To solve these issues a link or communication channel between the sales de-
partment and the purchasing department has to be established which allows the
sales department to give customers reliable delivery estimates. Several stan-
dards should be implemented where the organization sets clear lines where the
duties of each department ends. The customer service needs to get educated
about basics of the products the organization offer in order to be able to pro-
vide the service the customers need.
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Most of the roofing products are delivered through the Company X Supply
Centre and those products and transports have a certain expected reliability.
The flooring products are delivered partly by the CXSC but a lot of the prod-
ucts come through external suppliers located all over globe. The flooring cat-
alogue is significantly larger than the roofing catalogue. It is more difficult to
keep great communication with multiple suppliers than just one. It would be
optimal if CXSC could take over and handle the flooring suppliers as well or
at least provide a hub that handles it. The case today is that the purchasing
department has to contact each individual supplier and maintain contact about
the products and transports.

One of the known issues is a German supplier of ink printers and ink cartridges
that is quite unreliable when it comes to contact. There is no alternative sup-
plier of those desired products and therefore Company X cannot replace that
supplier. A solution to this problem would be if CXSC found an alternative
provider or set up their own production of these products to create a certain
reliability.

4.2 Current logistics network and outsourc-
ing

One of the major downsides of outsourcing is when it reaches the point where
the goals of the third party (in this case DHL) and the party seeking their aid
(Company X) fail to align in certain aspects such as their goals and priorities.
Since DHL operates on such as large scale, it’s not very easy to prioritize the
needs of a singular customer as their way of operating cannot be changed on
any fundamental level just to satisfy one party. This can result in the loss of
desired performance a company seeks of its third-party partner, such as in-
consistent and even the loss of deliveries. It is therefore essential to align the
transportation strategy with the competitive strategy. To achieve this the com-
pany is forced to create incentives which work proactively to achieve the goal
in question.

Problems revolving transportation and the negative effects associated with
poor delivery planning is not a problem unique to Company X. It’s a market-
wide issue, negatively affecting a lot of companies on a substantial level due
to the loss of customers and compensation costs due to inaccurate deliveries.
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An option to combat this problem is through the implementation of an in-house
transportation in combination with an outsourced alternative. Outsourcing op-
tions are in general better the smaller the shipments are, compared to a more
efficient responsiveness and delivery accuracies when controlling the trans-
portation, oneself. This, of course, leads to increased costs for the company
trying to implement this in-house transportation system, so an analysis looking
over the potential profits and losses affected by this implementation is neces-
sary to decide whether it’s achievable on a sufficient level. Another alternative
to this issue is the use of certain technology designed to improve transportation
performance. This technology may be applied through the use of a software
which facilitates the planning and selection of delivery routes to the customer,
and by being able to use real-time tracking to enable additional responsiveness
in case of error of any type. An aspect which could positively affect the trans-
portation is to design some flexibility into the transportation network, which
will in the end lead to a decrease in cost when the need arises to solve a prob-
lem responsively.

As things stand today, Company X mainly offers its deliveries through the
cooperation of the DHL warehouse in Örebro. DHL is in a position where it
has economy of scale and has aggregated several firms which stores its prod-
uct in their warehouse, where Company X rents a sufficiently large enough
section to satisfy the customer demand as good as possible. However, what
we must consider it’s viable keeping the current logistic network established
in Sweden and to propose alternatives considered relevant enough to take into
consideration, namely:
I: Abolish the current outsourcing of the national logistics and establish your
own logistics.
II: Consider an alternative logistics provider to DHL.
III: Divide the deliveries into two parts where on part is deliver by DHL and
the other half is delivered by an alternative logistics network. There are bene-
fits and drawbacks that come with each solution.

Solution I: (Establish internal logistics network)
The first solution proposes that Company X creates its own national trans-
portation network. This option would require Company X to hire drivers, buy
trucks and handle everything linked to the transportation of the products from
the DHL warehouse to the customer. This option would maintain the DHL
warehouse as the storage for the products.
The first solution would increase the overall responsiveness that Company X
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has. Company X would be able to react to sudden changes and adjust accord-
ingly more efficiently than they are able to do now. Outsourcing the national
logistics comes at the cost of responsiveness but it provides some benefits. If
Company X owned their own transportation network then they would be able
to meet customer needs and demands faster and more efficiently. The logistics
company DHL is a global corporation and has a big presence in Sweden, this
has given them the economy of scale. It would be difficult for Company X
to take over the logistics operations without increasing the costs significantly
in that sector. It would take several years for Company X to optimize the
processes of the transportation network to be economically sustainable. The
agreement Company X has with DHL was created based on the fact that Com-
pany X is using both warehousing and transportation services. If Company
X would create its own transportation network then the agreement for ware-
housing at DHL would cost more than it does currently. Due to the previously
mentioned issues this solution is not viable at all and should not even be con-
sidered.

Solution II: (Find alternative logistics provider to DHL)
The second solution proposes that Company X uses an alternative logistics
provider consisting of several smaller logistics providers. A common problem
is that deliveries are not made on time leaving the customers frustrated. DHL
has been known to miss promised delivery times even though that special ser-
vices are used in order to guarantee that the delivery will reach the customer
at the confirmed date and time. This issue not only leads to lost revenue for
the customer, it also affects Company X as they often end up having to cover
the losses. Revenue loss is a problem, but this issue can become significantly
more problematic when a customer is lost to a competitor who can provide
more reliable and precise deliveries of products.

This solution relies on finding another logistics provider than DHL that can
provide more accurate delivery times. The competitor Schenker will most
likely have similar issues. DHL and Schenker are mostly equipped to han-
dle packages and shipments that do not need the precise delivery times often
required by Company X. A possible solution to this problem is combining
several smaller logistics providers that are under a contract with Company
X where they are equipped with and used to dealing with more precise and
accurate delivery times. This option would maintain the DHL warehouse in
Örebro, but would use an alternative solution for the actual transportation of
the products.
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Solution III: (Segment the logistics based on customer needs)
The last solution is similar to the second solution but would only affect a
smaller portion of the products and deliveries. The last solution would al-
low Company X to prioritize some of the orders and make sure that they are
met with responsiveness. Here the orders without strict deadlines will be de-
livered with DHL which has lower accuracy. Orders where the customer ha
explicitly asked for an accurate delivery time will be delivered using a sepa-
rate, more reliable logistics provider. It will be important to distinguish what
orders are in need of the more reliable logistics network. The alternative net-
work will come will higher costs as the economics of scale will not be present.

This option is considered to be the most viable as DHLwould fulfil most trans-
ports and would be responsible of the warehousing. This would mean that the
current contract can be used.

4.3 CompanyXonline presence and customer
contact

To facilitate the ability for customers to make orders, it’s a good idea to con-
sider the alternative in making design changes on the website which allows
for easier access to key features and the ability to make orders without having
to contact customer service, but should still provide the ability of direct com-
munication in the form of chat. The cluster on the drop-down menu might
confuse the customer therefore an alternative structure should be considered.
The alternative structure could have the topics in the drop-down menu and
then when the customer is redirected to the topic, they get the other options
that are currently presented in the cluster.



Chapter 5

Conclusion and discussion

In this section reflections on the project and the results are presented. The
authors share their thoughts about the proposals and the results and what they
could have done better as well as suggested further research.

5.1 Interpretation of the results and conclu-
sion

The purpose of this report was to identify critical parts of the organization
responsible in making sure that the customer journey is ideal. We wanted to
learn every step from the moment a customer starts browsing products until
an order is placed and how it goes through the supply chain until the products
arrive, which wasn’t previously mapped in any substantial way. With exten-
sive analysis and input from multiple departments and persons at Company X
we managed to map the customer journey and the internal structure quite well.
Through these interviews we were able to, in addition to mapping the organi-
zational structure, identify issues of varying severity throughout most steps in
the process. The issues presented about deliveries being late, not showing up
or even ending up in the wrong location were mentioned by every department
we talked to. During the interviews, an emphasis was put on the order delivery
related issues and the internal issues concerning communication and duties of
each department. It became obvious for us that these were the two areas we
needed to put a focus on and thus, our proposals affect mainly these two issues
and how to resolve them.

A lot of work went into making sure the information we received from meet-
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ings and interviews was valid. It is common that individuals and departments
have a certain subjective view on issues and functions of the organization. This
is where we were able to look with an objective perspective and open mind,
by taking in statements from several individuals from their respective depart-
ments, in order to create factual information from that. The statements noted
downwere then often repeated during several of the other interviews to receive
feedback from the various employees in order to strengthen the validity of the
information.

What also became very noticeable early on is how a lot of the issues were
blamed on DHL, which we have discussed in the previous sections. However,
a lot of the issues surrounding DHL are out of reach for Company X, which is
why Company X should therefore first and foremost strive to eliminate all of
the internal issues pertaining the organization. By rooting out these internal
problems they will be able to identify what’s going wrong on a quantifiable
basis which should also allow them to proactively avoid future issues and mis-
communications.

5.2 Suggested further research
There is a lot of room for improvements if quantitative information can be re-
trieved. If the losses Company X suffers due to order related issues can be
quantified then those loses can be compared to the potential cost Company X
would have if it did its transports inhouse. Company X would then be able
to see whether the options we suggested are viable to some degree. Company
X could start off by contracting a couple of smaller sub-contractors that have
a strict agreement on how deliveries should be done. These sub-contractors
would handle some of the most important deliveries specially marked by the
sales team and then you would observe the customer satisfaction on those de-
liveries.

With more time we would have liked to create standards and simple manu-
als that describe the processes and work-related tasks that each department is
responsible for. These manuals and standards would also have helped potential
future employees to enter their role faster.
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Claim 

Date 

YYYY-

MM-DD 

City Claim Cause 

Explanation 

Item 

Description 

Customer Comments 

2018-02-

19 

Kalmar TRANSPORT - 

Missed delivery 

SCHÖNOX 

KH FIX                    

Ka 5KG 

Kunden saknar hela  sändningen. Bifogar 

kvittens. 

2018-06-

18 

Västra 

Frölunda 

TRANSPORT - 

Partly missed 

delivery 

-. Kund skulle ha 2 pall men bara fått 1st , 

noterat på fraktsedel av chaufför enl kund. 

2019-01-

10 

Enskede TRANSPORT - 

Missed delivery 

hela ordern DHL har tappat bort sändnigen/ vet inte vart 

den är. Ny order skickad med nr 0067917760. 

När/om sändningen hittas ska den returneras 

till Örebro. 

2019-01-

23 

Stockholm TRANSPORT - 

Wrong 

delivered goods 

Casco FE 

Parkett 

Elastic Plus 

C68 Pl 10L 

Dold transportskada. Nytt skickat på order  

0067968862. 

2019-01-

23 

Upplands 

Väsby 

Other Cause Casco FE 

CascoProff 

TapeFix       

Pl 10L 

Saknades i transport. Kund tror att DHL har 

upptäckt en skada och plockat om den då hela 

sändningen ser ompackad och omplastad ut. 

2019-01-

23 

Upplands 

Väsby 

TRANSPORT -

Damaged goods 

Casco FE 

CascoProff 

HighTack      

Pl 10L 

Dold (?) transportskada. 

2019-01-

23 

Upplands 

Väsby 

TRANSPORT - 

Damaged goods 

Casco FE 

CascoProff 

TapeFix       

Pl 10L 

Dold (?) transportskada. 

2019-01-

24 

Stenungsund TRANSPORT - 

Damaged goods 

Casco 

Cascol 

WoodFiller 

teak    

/10x40ML 

Frostskadade. Inte skickat med värmeskåp. 

2019-01-

24 

Stenungsund TRANSPORT - 

Damaged goods 

SCHÖNOX 

iFIX SET 

2,35kg              

CAR 

Frostskadade. Inte skickat med värmeskåp. 

2019-01-

25 

Älvsjö Damaged goods Sikafloor-

40 HyCem 

(B) Bg 

20KG 

3 skadade på terminal 

2019-01-

29 

Karlskoga TRANSPORT - 

Missed delivery 

 
Denna sändning är bokad med CT, TL 7-9  

28/1 & LB ingen ringde dagen innan, den var 

inte på plats 28/1, levereras istället 29/1 kl 

9:15, utan LB. Återbetala även 

tidslossningen, CT och LB till oss. 
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2019-02-

06 

Hägersten TRANSPORT - 

Damaged goods 

Casco FE 

CascoProff 

TapeFix       

Pl 10L 

Nytt skickat på order 0068022772. 

2019-02-

08 

Bro PICKING - 

Under delivery 

Casco 

Acrylic 

Basic white 

Kund beställt 600st men bara fått 300st 

2019-02-

14 

Årsta Other Cause Casco FE 

VD Super                  

Ka 5L 

4st skadade se bilder, doldtransportskada eller 

packfel 

2019-02-

18 

Malmö TRANSPORT - 

Damaged goods 

Casco FE 

EF                      

Bg 15KG 

1st säck skadad och hela pallen  försenad pga 

detta, inget meddelande till oss, det var 

kunden som fick info från chauffören om att 

något var skadat. 

2019-02-

18 

Örkelljunga TRANSPORT - 

Damaged goods 

SikaPrimer 

209D 

250ml 

2 st trasiga när de kom fram. Krediteras kund. 

2019-02-

20 

Köping TRANSPORT - 

Delay 

- Denna sändning är bokad med CT, TL & LB 

men delades ändå upp på 2 leveranser, pga av 

problem på Dhl lager 

2019-02-

22 

Falkenberg TRANSPORT - 

Delay 

hela ordern 
 

2019-02-

25 

Örebro PICKING - 

Under delivery 

SCHÖNOX 

KH FIX                    

Ka 5KG 

Felplock. 

2019-02-

28 

Mariestad PICKING - 

Under delivery 

SCHÖNOX 

ES grey 

SCA           

/12 

CTR300 

Felplock! Kund beställt 5 kartonger men bara 

fått 3 saknas 2 kartonger 

2019-02-

28 

Skarpnäck Damaged goods 
 

9 st skadade på terminal. Resten av 

sändningen levererad till kund 

2019-03-

12 

Västra 

Frölunda 

TRANSPORT - 

Damaged goods 

 
Kund fått pall som var ompackad, saknadesn 

5st säckar detta står även på fraktsedel, 1st 

säck trasig se bild, 5 säckar saknas och 1 

trasig 

2019-04-

01 

Falun PICKING - 

Item missing 

Leister Roll 

Silikone 

28mm            

PC 

Saknades i transport. Ny order skickad som 

ersättning: 0068212473 
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2019-04-

01 

Falun PICKING - 

Item missing 

SPL Roof 

Drain 

75/400mm 

light grey    

PC 

De tillbehör som ska plockas med denna 

produkt saknades i leverans. Se mer info i 

mailet. 

2019-04-

04 

Stockholm Other Cause hela ordern Detta skulle vara bokat med leveransbesked 

men detta är inte gjort. 

2019-04-

04 

Stockholm Other Cause hela ordern Den underskrift som finns på kvittensen är 

förfalskad då den personen sa till chauffören 

att han vägrade ta emot gods som inte var 

hans. 

2019-04-

08 

Södertälje Other Cause hela ordern DHL's system säger att ordern skulle ha 6 

pallplatser när det var 10 pallplatser i 

verkligheten. 

2019-04-

08 

Södertälje TRANSPORT - 

Delay 

SPL 

VGWT-12 

tex slate 

grey SD 

1,00/20 M2 

Ovan problem skapade en försening på 3 

pallar av denna artikel trots att det skulle vara 

bokat med tidslossning kl 08:00. Blev 

levererat runt 11:40 istället. 

2019-04-

11 

Nacka TRANSPORT - 

Delay 

hela ordern Se bifogad mailkonversation. 

2019-04-

16 

Kungälv Other Cause 
 

LB ej utfört. 

2019-04-

16 

Umeå Other Cause hela ordern Control Tower har inte utförts. 

2019-04-

16 

Umeå TRANSPORT - 

Delay 

hela ordern Försenad leverans till kund pga ovan 

problem. 

2019-04-

23 

Högsbo TRANSPORT - 

Delay 

Hela ordern Fel i Dhls system? Se bifogat mail från Ellen 

2019-04-

23 

Avesta TRANSPORT - 

Delay 

 
Order med TL 9-11 kom inte fram i tid minst 

2 timmar försenad 

2019-04-

23 

Stockholm TRANSPORT - 

Delay 

 
CT som ej är lev 17/4 som den skulle 
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2019-04-

26 

Spånga Item mix up Leister Roll 

Silikone 

28mm            

PC 

kund beställt art 119411 Leister Roll Silikone 

28mm  men fått artikel 136225 SF T 

Lightning Conductor Circus R7040 PC 

2019-04-

26 

Spånga Item mix up SF T 

Lightning 

Conductor 

Circus 

R7040 PC 

kund beställt art 119411 Leister Roll Silikone 

28mm  men fått artikel 136225 SF T 

Lightning Conductor Circus R7040 PC 

2019-05-

02 

Bergsjö TRANSPORT - 

Partly missed 

delivery 

S-Corner 

PVC 90° / 

WA light 

grey /400 

PC 

 

2019-05-

02 

Borås PICKING - 

Under delivery 

Limspackel 

20cm 6 m² 

6103         

/10 PC 

Underleverans 27 st 

2019-05-

03 

Stockholm TRANSPORT - 

Delay 

 
Denna skulle vara på plats 2/5 med CT 

2019-05-

03 

Spånga PICKING - 

Wrong Product 

Leister Roll 

Silikone 

28mm            

PC 

Kund beställt 119411 ännu en gång men fått 

fel igen 136225, se till att fixa detta nu! 

2019-05-

03 

Spånga PICKING - 

Wrong Product 

SF T 

Lightning 

Conductor 

Circus 

R7040 PC 

Kund beställt 119411 ännu en gång men fått 

fel igen 136225, se till att fixa detta nu! 

2019-05-

03 

Stockholm TRANSPORT - 

Delay 

 
Denna order bokad med CT 17/4 men har 

stått kvar i Örebro tills idag 3/5 när den gick 

ut se bifogat mail 

2019-05-

06 

Lärbro TRANSPORT - 

Partly missed 

delivery 

SCHÖNOX 

TXF 3762                 

Bg 25KG 

Kund Golvkula. 

Fraktsedelsnr.4404386775 

Beställde 23/4, lämnade Örebro 25/4. 

Kom en lite lev.till hans lager 26/4, saknades 

2pall. 

Efterlyser dessa på terminal i Visby 3/5.Ingen 

vet något. 

Sen visar det sig att dom varit på terminal i 

flera dagar utan att någon vet. 

Han hade kontakt med Elisabet på DHL som 

säger att DHL står för frakten!! 

Han fick åka och köpa andra produkter, jag 

löser detta med honom 

2019-05-

07 

Årsta TRANSPORT - 

Damaged goods 

Casco 

Kontaktlim 

S9 Super          

/6x1L 

6 st (en kartong) skadade i transport. 
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2019-05-

07 

Enskede TRANSPORT - 

Missed delivery 

hela ordern 
 

2019-05-

10 

Spånga PICKING -Item 

mix up 

Leister Roll 

Silikone 

28mm            

PC 

Har beställt detta men fick nedan produkt 

istället. 

2019-05-

10 

Spånga PICKING - 

Item mix up 

SF T 

Lightning 

Conductor 

Circus 

R7040 PC 

Fick denna istället för ovan produkt. 
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